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Mission Statement

A message from the
State President
Dear Friends
It is with pleasure that I present this printed version of the 14th
annual Ozanam Lecture.
The lecture celebrates our founder Frederic Ozanam’s spirit
and the charism of the St Vincent de Paul Society.
This year’s Ozanam Lecture Frederic Ozanam and Human
Development Today was presented by Fr Desmond de Sousa
CSsR, a Redemptorist priest and professor of Catholic Social
Teaching.
Fr Desmond’s lecture shared his experiences as a Vincentian
and contemporary admirer of our founder, Frederic Ozanam.
Our respondent, Maria Minto Cahill, is currently a member of
the Society’s Membership & Development Advisory Committee
and Flemington Conference President. Maria’s response
complemented the lecture bringing her own knowledge and
experience of working within the Society.
We commend this publication to you.

The St Vincent de Paul
Society is a lay
Catholic organisation
that aspires to live
the gospel message by
serving Christ in the
poor with love, respect,
justice, hope and joy,
and by working to
shape a more just and
compassionate society.

Our Vision
The St Vincent de
Paul Society aspires
to be recognised as a
caring Catholic charity
offering ‘a hand up’ to
people in need.
We do this by
respecting their dignity,
sharing our hope, and
encouraging them to
take control of their
own destiny.

God bless you all.

Tony Tome
State President – Victoria
St Vincent de Paul Society
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Fr Desmond de Sousa CSsR
A short biography
Fr Desmond de Sousa CSsR has been a member of the Congregation
of the Most Holy Redeemer for 52 years, including 44 years as a
Redemptorist priest.
Fr Desmond de Sousa has served as the Executive Secretary of the
Asian Bishops (FABC) Office for Human Development - the Asian Bishops
Justice, Peace and Development Office for 10 years.
For three years, he has also been the Executive Secretary of the Catholic
and Protestant Churches of the Third World on Third World Tourism, who
were the first to critique modern mass and luxury tourism and tourism
related child prostitution from a third world perspective.
Fr Desmond de Sousa has been a professor of Catholic Social Teaching for
more than 40 years. He has been a chaplain to workers, young people and
other movements for many years.
Fr Desmond de Sousa is currently based in Goa, India.
It is with pleasure that we welcome Fr Desmond de Sousa as this year’s
Ozanam Lecturer.

Frederic Ozanam and
Human Development Today
Fr Desmond de Sousa CSsR
Redemptorist Priest and Professor of Catholic Social Teaching
The topic of my lecture today is Frederic
Ozanam and Human Development Today.
Unlike some of the past Ozanam Lectures, this
lecture will not be a scholarly presentation by
an academic but a story-telling session by a
former Vincentian and a contemporary admirer
of Frederic Ozanam. So without much ado, let
me begin my story-telling session.
In the mid 1950s, at the age of 14, while still in
school, I joined the junior conference of the St
Vincent de Paul Society along with my seven
friends. It was inaugurated by the Parish Priest
of my Redemptorist home parish of Our Lady
of Perpetual Help in Mumbai (Bombay), India.
But it was really the brainchild of my father who
was the President and founder of the St Vincent
de Paul Society conference in the parish and a
committed Vincentian for many years before.
I think he started it to keep his youngest child
out of trouble, since a 14-year-old could not be
a member of the senior conference like my two
elder siblings! Needless to say, I was elected the
President by my friends! The happy ending to
the story is that all seven of us graduated from
the junior conference to the senior conference
once we went to university, with my father still
the President.
Today looking back over 55 years, I think the
St Vincent de Paul Society conference was the
seed bed of my vocation as a priest. On my
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ordination day celebration on 25 September
1966, the toastmaster, a friend of my parents
but who had never met me and got all his
information about me from my sisters, praised
God “for surprising my parents’ expectations, with
a future priest rather than a future delinquent!”
It was visiting the poor in their homes as a
teenage Vincentian that I had my first shocking
encounter with a poor widow and six-yearold son living in a room so small that she had
to sleep diagonally across. Her image and
that scene is seared so deeply in my memory
and imagination that even today it haunts
me when I read, “Pure and undefiled religion
before God the Father is this: to visit orphans
and widows in their trouble and to keep
oneself uncontaminated by the [greedy rising
expectations of the] world.” (James 1:27)

From charity to justice, from social
service to structural reform
It was as a young seminarian in the 1960s,
during the heady days of the Second Vatican
Council (1962-65) that I studied the life of
Frederic Ozanam in the light of Catholic social
teachings until my ordination in 1966.
I discovered that Ozanam (23 April 1813 –
8 September 1853) took up charity work by
founding the St Vincent de Paul Society in May
of 1833 as a 20-year-old, as a sort of knee-jerk

“Today looking
back over 55
years, I think
the St Vincent
de Paul Society
conference was
the seed bed of
my vocation as
a priest.”
Fr Desmond de Sousa
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response to the Socialist’s challenge. He was
challenged by Saint-Simonians at the University
of Paris to practice what he preached, that faith
without good works is dead (James 2:20). But
his real concern was justice.
Twelve years before the famous manifesto of Karl
Marx in 1848, he was deploring the increasing
gap at the heart of society between the strong
and the weak. This gave him a prophetic
premonition of the terrible and unavoidable
confrontations between rich and poor.

“Frederic
Ozanam
is considered
as one of
the significant
contributors
to the first
great social
encyclical
of Pope
Leo XIII,
Rerum
Novarum...”
Fr Desmond de Sousa

“The question which divides men in our time
is no longer a question of political systems. It
is a social question: that is of knowing which
will prevail: the spirit of selfishness or the spirit
of sacrifice? Whether society is to be simply a
great opportunity of exploitation for the benefit
of the strongest or a dedication of everyone for
the benefit of all and especially for the protection
of the weak....”
Ozanam’s dream as a member of a sort of literary
circle (la Societe des Bonnes Etudes) whose aim
was to promote among Catholics the taste for
philosophical, historical and religious research
was a ‘coming together of friends for the building
of knowledge,’ in the light of Christian thought.
Along with his friends he immersed himself
in it and expressed his passion for the history
of religions. The participants, which included
unbelievers, were given an account of the history
or an explanation of the scientific or social
significance of the Gospel.
Frederic Ozanam is considered as one of the
significant contributors to the first great social
encyclical of Pope Leo XIII, Rerum Novarum
(1891) which declared the Church’s Charter
of Rights for Workers. It was the Church’s
response to Marx’s Communist Manifesto
(1848) – only 43 years later! Late responses
like this from the Catholic Church provoked late
Canadian Jesuit Fr Bernard Lonegran’s pithy
observation, “The Church always arrives on the
scene a little late and breathless!”
Ozanam reached out to the poor in their
immediate need, but he knew that was not
sufficient. He had to work in a church that
contributed to the transformation of society. What
does that mean in practical terms? “It’s good
to give fish to a person that is hungry today; it
is better to teach the person to fish so that the
person will never be hungry in the future.”

The Mother Teresa and Oscar Romero
models of addressing poverty
Today is 24 March 2011, the 31st anniversary
of the murder of Archbishop Oscar Romero,
whose cause is up for canonisation. When
I compare the charity model of St Teresa of
Kolkatta (Calcutta.) and the justice model of
Archbishop Oscar Romero I am reminded of the
prophetic words of the late Archbishop Helder
Camara of Recife, Brazil, “When I feed the poor,
they call me a saint; when I ask why are they
4

poor, they call me a Communist” and kill me like
Jesus Christ, I may add.
In 1970, 10 years before Archbishop Oscar
Romero’s murder in 1980, my mind was
opened to the difference between the charity
model of development of the then Mother
Teresa of Calcutta which treats the symptoms of
poverty, and the justice model of development
of Oscar Romero that strives to confront the
causes of poverty.
I was enthralled by the article of Sri Lankan
theologian Fr Tissa Balasurya written for socially
involved Catholic university students, entitled,
From Social Service to Structural Reform of
Society. I could cherish the prophetic words
of the Synod of Bishops on Justice in the
World (1971): “Action on behalf of justice and
participation in the transformation of the world
fully appear to us as a constitutive dimension of
the preaching of the Gospel, or, in other words,
of the Church’s mission for the redemption of
the human race and its liberation from every
oppressive situation.” (n.6)
As a young priest ordained in 1966, I was
inspired by the life and death of Columbian
priest Camilo Torres (1929–1969), who could
not recite the Our Father at Mass, asking God
to give us daily bread without bringing bread on
the table of many hungry denizens. He joined
the guerrillas and was shot dead by government
troops within three months. He is perhaps best
known for the quote: “If Jesus were alive today,
He would be a guerrilla.”

Evolving Catholic Social Teaching on
human development from 1967-2009
After that digression, let me get back to my
story on the topic of Frederic Ozanam and
Human Development. In 1967, a year after
I was ordained, my superiors decided that I
should teach social teachings of the Church and
Church history. It was the year of the encyclical
Populorum Progressio on human development
(P. Paul VI, 1967). By the end of one year of
teaching the encyclical, the very same superiors
removed me from my post because I was
accused of teaching revolution and sent me to
work in our parish in Calcutta. There my theory
was challenged by practice.
There I encountered Fr Laborde, a French
Prado priest and former professor of philosophy,
who lived in the slums of Howrah, near the
railway station. He is the main character in
The City of Joy, a book on Calcutta by Larry
Collins and Dominique Lapierre. I specifically
use the word ‘encountered’ because after this
unusual meeting I could never be the same. The
fundamental methodology of my thinking on
poverty and injustice was turned upside down.
Based on my academic training my thinking
was deductive, top down. Fr Laborde added
the inductive, bottom up dimension.
St Vincent de Paul Society Victoria Inc.

Two stories will illustrate what I learned. A
parish priest complained to Pope John XXIII
that his predecessor was such a great man and
therefore he felt inadequate to replace him. John
XXIII is supposed to have replied, “I know that
feeling very well. My predecessor Pope Pius
XII was such a monumental figure who wrote
46 encyclicals in his 19 year pontificate, to try
to change the Church from top down. I feel
inadequate as his successor. So whenever I face
a problem in the Church, I ask myself, ‘what
would Pius XII do?’ and I do the opposite thing!”
In the Second Vatican Council he encouraged
the groundswell of dissenting voices of the great
theologians that Pius XII had silenced – Karl
Rahner, Yves Congar, Henri de Lubac, Teilhard
de Chardin and others – to erupt within the
Council and presided over the transformation
of the Church from the bottom up. Gorbachev
tried to transform the Soviet Union with his
glasnost and perestroika, but he could not hold
together the groundswell of people’s power and
he presided helplessly over the disintegration
of the Soviet Union. Nelson Mandela tried to
do it as the first President of South Africa and
succeeded to some extent.
My second story is from Bishop Julio Labayen,
retired Bishop of Infanta, Philippines. He told
me this story himself about his experience with
Pope Paul VI during his ad limina (every five
years) visit to Rome. The first FABC Office that
was to implement Pope Paul VI’s vision of the
Church in Asia becoming the Church of the
Poor (1970) was named the Office of Human
Development (OHD) after the Pope’s encyclical
(1967) and Bishop Labayen was the first
Ozanam Lecture 2011

Chairman. He explained in detail for 30 minutes
the inductive, bottom-up methodology that the
Asian Bishops Institute for Social Action (BISA)
would follow to help the Church in Asia become
the Church of the Poor, not just the Church
for the Poor. The Pope listened very intently.
Then he kissed Bishop Labayen and remarked,
“Pray for us in the Vatican; we need human
development here!

Vision of genuine human development
(Pope Paul VI, 1967)
Pope Paul VI’s vision on human development
was not a static, prefabricated concept, but
a step-by-step “process of passing from less
human conditions to more human conditions”.
The implications of “from less human
conditions to more human conditions”
is spelt out in the encyclical as follows:
• Less human conditions: lack of material
necessities for those without minimum
essentials for life, the moral deficiencies of
those mutilated by selfishness, oppressive
social structures due to abuses of
ownership or power, to the exploitation of
workers or to unjust transactions.

“Pope Paul VI’s
vision on
human
development
was not
a static,
prefabricated
concept...”
Fr Desmond de Sousa

• More human conditions: the passage from
misery towards the possession of necessities,
victory over social scourges, growth of
knowledge, the acquisition of culture.
• More human conditions: increases esteem
for the dignity of others, the turning towards
the spirit of poverty, co-operation for the
common good, the will and desire for peace.
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• Conditions still more human:
acknowledgement by man of supreme
values and of God, their source and finality.
• Conditions finally, that are, above all, more
human: faith, a gift of God accepted by
man’s good will; unity in the charity of Christ,
who calls us to share as sons and daughters
in the life of the living God, the Father of all.
(On Human Development, n.21)

“People, their
hopes and
aspiration,
are central
to authentic
human
development
today.”

People, their hopes and aspiration, are central
to authentic human development today. Human
development shares a common vision with
human rights. The goal is human freedom. And
in pursuing capabilities and realising rights,
this freedom is vital. People must be free to
exercise their choices and to participate in
decision making that affects their lives. Human
development and human rights are mutually
reinforcing, helping to secure the wellbeing and
dignity of all people, building self respect and
the respect of others.

Fr Desmond de Sousa

Twenty years later came ‘The Church’s
Social Concern’ (Pope John Paul II,
1987)
Twenty years after being thrown out from
teaching, supposedly for teaching revolution
when teaching Progressio Populorum, during
my tenure as Executive Secretary to the FABC
Office of Human Development, my superiors
called me back to teach the new encyclical. I
agreed, but modified the late Jesuit Bernard
Lonergan’s snide remark about the Church, by
commenting, “[Superiors] often arrive on the
scene a little late and breathless!!”
Based on these two social encyclicals, the
Church envisions social transformation
of society as the step-by-step process of
development of “the whole person and all
the people… from less human conditions to
more human conditions”.
The implication of ‘the whole person’ is that
it is not just the economic dimension or ‘moremoney’ aspect of the person that must be
catered to; but also the social dimension or
‘participation’ aspect of the persons in society,
their freedom for political involvement, as well
as their cultural and spiritual growth that has
to be fostered and encouraged. As the Popes
have emphasised, it is not ‘having more’ things
available and acquiring them, but ‘being more’
(as better human persons) that is primary in
genuine human development.
Further, the implication of ‘all the people’ is
that if any group of people is left out of the
development process, no human development
has occurred! “Collaboration in the
development of the whole person and of every
human being is in fact a duty of all towards all,
and must be shared by the four parts of the
world: East and West, North and South; or, as
we say today, by the different ‘worlds’. If, on
the contrary, people try to achieve it in only one
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part, precisely because the others are ignored,
their own development becomes exaggerated
and misdirected.” (Church’s Social Concern,
Pope John Paul II, n.32).
The Church’s Social Concern (Sollicitudo Rei
Socialis) provided the guidelines on how the
Church should actually get involved in human
development in order to make her specific
contribution to the transformation of the world.
The encyclical’s framework on human
development takes seriously Pope Paul Vl’s
prosaic sentence in Populorum Progressio,
‘that the social question has become
worldwide’ (n.3). The core section of the
encyclical on authentic human development
(n.27-34) is placed between two valuable
sections: survey of the contemporary world
(n.11-26), and a theological or faith reflection
on the contemporary world. (n.35-40)
The world offers a rather negative picture of
development in 1987 as compared to 1967,
as evident in the widening gap between the
so called developed north and the developing
south. Wealth and poverty intersect within
societies themselves, whether developed or
developing. Side by side with the ‘miseries
of underdevelopment’ is a form of ‘superdevelopment’ ie an excessive availability of
every kind of material goods.
Both underdevelopment and superdevelopment degrade the transcendent reality
of the human being. The former are ‘deprived
of hope’ and tempted to violence, while the
latter easily become slaves of possession
and immediate gratifications, producing the
‘civilization of consumption or consumerism’,
warns the Pope.
In the context of ‘having’ (having possessions)
and ‘being’ (being happy), the Pope states:
“There are some people — the few who
possess much — who do not really succeed in
‘being’ because they are hindered by the cult of
‘having’; and there are others, the many, who
have little or nothing — who do not succeed in
realising their basic human vocation because
they “are deprived of essential goods”. (n.28)
The challenge to the Church according to her
social teaching is, “to relieve the misery of the
suffering not only out of her abundance, but
also out of her necessities.” (n.31) Then comes
a sentence from the Church Fathers, both John
Chrysostom and Ambrose, that would have
gladdened the heart of Frederic Ozanam, even
though it will never be implemented! “Faced
by cases of need [the poor], one cannot
ignore them in favour of superfluous Church
ornaments and costly furnishings for divine
worship; on the contrary it could be obligatory
to sell these goods in order to provide food,
drink, clothing and shelter for those who lack
these things”. (n.31)
Pope John Paul II then goes on to use a
powerful image already used by Pope Paul VI.
St Vincent de Paul Society Victoria Inc.

“On the international level, that is, the level of
relations between States or, in present-day
usage, between the different ‘worlds’, there
must be complete respect for the identity
of each people, with its own historical and
cultural characteristics. It is likewise essential,
as the encyclical Populorum Progressio already
asked, to recognise each people’s equal right
‘to be seated at the table of the common
banquet’, instead of lying outside the door
like Lazarus, while ‘the dogs come and lick
his sores’.” (cf. Lk 16:21)(n.33)
Two different global analyses try to explain the
growing gap between the developed north
and the underdeveloped south, both at global
and national levels. One analysis considers that
the pace of progress differs and therefore
widens the distance between nations and
within nations. The other analysis, which
appears more often, is that one group of
countries develops ‘at the expense of the
other’. (n.9, 32)
Whatever the analysis one uses, the end
product of widespread poverty created by
organised injustice is unacceptable, according
to the Pope. “One must denounce the
existence of economic, financial, and social
mechanisms which accentuate the situation of
wealth for some and poverty for the rest. These
mechanisms, which are manoeuvred directly
or indirectly by the more developed countries,
favour the interests of the people manipulating
them, but in the end they suffocate or condition
the economies of the less developed countries.”
The Pope identifies some of these mechanisms:
“The international trade system which is
Ozanam Lecture 2011

mortgaged to protectionism and increasing
bilateralism”; “the world monetary and financial
system, today recognised as inadequate”;
“technological exchanges and their proper
use”; “the structure of existing international
organisations need review in the framework
of an international juridical order.” He says
however, that to overcome and replace these
mechanisms with new ones which will be more
just and for the common good, “an effective
political will is needed. Unfortunately after
analysing the situation we have to conclude that
this political will has been insufficient”. (n.43)

Sin and ‘the structures of sin’(1) are
the name given to the ‘root of the evil’
which afflicts us
It is for responsible persons to make ‘the
essentially moral decision’ to overcome the
mechanisms of underdevelopment. “For
believers and especially for Christians, these
decisions will take their inspiration from the
principles of faith, with the help of divine grace.”
But we must view the deep divisions in the
world, between developed and underdeveloped
nations and groups within nations, as “the
structures of sin”, which, “are rooted in
personal sin and thus always linked to
concrete acts of individuals who introduce
these structures, consolidate them and
make them difficult to remove. And thus
they grow stronger, spread and become
the source of other sins and so influence
people’s behaviour.” (cf Personal Sin and
Social Sin in Reconciliation and Penance by
Pope John Paul II, 1984 n.16-18)

“It is for
responsible
persons to
make ‘the
essentially
moral decision’
to overcome
the mechanisms
of underdevelopment.”
Fr Desmond de Sousa
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“The freedom with which Christ has set us free
(Gal 5:1) encourages us to become servants
of all. The process of development and
liberation takes concrete shape in the exercise
of solidarity, in the love and service of
neighbors, especially of the poorest.” (n.46)

On Human Development for Today
(P. Benedict XVI, Charity in Truth, 2009)

“Pope John
Paul II had
already
observed
that the
demarcation
line between
rich and poor
countries is
no longer as
clear as it was
at the time of
Populorum
Progressio.”
Fr Desmond de Sousa

At a distance of over 40 years Populorum
Progressio deserves to be considered “the
Rerum Novarum of the present age”, observes
Pope Benedict XVI shedding light upon
humanity’s journey towards unity. Only within the
perspective of eternal life can human progress
in this world have breathing space.
“It is the primordial truth of God’s love that
makes it possible to hope for a ‘development
of the whole man and of all men,’ to hope
for progress ‘from less human conditions to
those which are more human’, obtained by
overcoming the difficulties that are inevitably
encountered along the way”. (n.8)
Paul VI’s vision of development had the goal
of rescuing peoples, first and foremost, from
hunger, deprivation, endemic diseases and
illiteracy. “From the economic point of view, this
meant their active participation, on equal terms,
in the international economic process; from
the social point of view, it meant their evolution
into educated societies marked by solidarity;
from the political point of view, it meant the
consolidation of democratic regimes capable of
ensuring freedom and peace.” To what extent
have Paul VI’s expectations been fulfilled by
the model of development adopted in recent
decades? (n.21)
Pope John Paul II had already observed that
the demarcation line between rich and poor
countries is no longer as clear as it was at the
time of Populorum Progressio. The world’s
wealth is growing in absolute terms, but
inequalities are on the increase. In rich countries,
new sectors of society are succumbing to
poverty and new forms of poverty are emerging.
In poorer areas some groups enjoy a sort
of ‘super-development’ of a wasteful and
consumerist kind which forms an unacceptable
contrast with the ongoing situations of
dehumanizing deprivation. (n.22)
After the collapse of the Communist countries of
Eastern Europe, Pope John Paul II (Centesimus
Annus, 1991) called for a complete reexamination of development. This has been
achieved only in part, and it is still a real duty
that needs to be discharged.
Populorum Progressio assigned a central, but
not exclusive, role to public authorities.
In our own day, the State itself has to address
the limitations to its sovereignty imposed by
the new context of international trade and
finance, which is characterised by increasing
mobility both of financial capital and means
of production, both material and immaterial.
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This new context has altered the political
power of States. The lessons of the economic
crisis (2008), directly involve the State’s public
authorities in correcting errors and malfunctions.
It seems more realistic to re-evaluate their role
and their powers, and re-model them so as
to enable them to address the challenges of
today’s world.
From the social point of view, systems of
protection and welfare of the poor, already
present in many countries in Paul VI’s day, are
finding it hard and could find it even harder
in the future, to pursue their goals of true
social justice in today’s profoundly changed
‘neo-liberal’ environment. The Church’s social
doctrine, beginning with Rerum Novarum, for
the promotion of workers’ associations that can
defend their rights must therefore be honoured
today even more than in the past. This signifies
“a prompt and far-sighted response to the
urgent need for new forms of cooperation at
the international level, as well as the local level.
The mobility of labour, associated with a climate
of deregulation, is an important phenomenon
with certain positive aspects, because it can
stimulate wealth production and cultural
exchange.” (n.25)
On the cultural plane, in Pope Paul VI’s day,
the cultures were relatively well defined and
had greater opportunity to defend themselves
against attempts to merge them into one. Today
the possibilities of interaction between cultures
have increased significantly, giving rise to new
opportunities for intercultural dialogue. But
there is a distinct danger of dominating cultures
reducing weaker cultures and persons into
enslavement and manipulation, eg with what is
called the ‘Coca-colonisation’ of local culture;
the McWorld (west) – various multinational
corporations like McDonald; Macintosh;
confronting the Jihad world (east) – battles
in the name of God. This anti-poor, neo-liberal
mentality provoked Pope Benedict to affirm,
“The poor are not to be considered a ‘burden’,
but a resource, even from a purely economic
point of view.” (n.35)
One of the most striking aspects of
development in the present day is the important
question of respect for life, which cannot
in any way be detached from questions
concerning the development of peoples.
Openness to life is at the centre of true
development. When a society moves towards
the denial or suppression of life, it no longer
finds the necessary motivation and energy to
strive for the common good. Another aspect
very closely connected to development: the
denial of the right to religious freedom. God
is the guarantor of true human development.
Having created the human person in God’s own
image, God also establishes the transcendent
dignity of men and women and feeds their
innate yearning to ‘be more’. “In the context
of cultural, commercial or political relations, it
also sometimes happens that economically
St Vincent de Paul Society Victoria Inc.

developed or emerging countries export
[their] reductive vision of the person and [their]
destiny to poor countries. This is the damage
that ‘super-development’ causes to authentic
development when it is accompanied by ‘moral
underdevelopment’. (n.29)
The significant new elements in the picture of
the development of peoples today in many
cases demand new solutions. It requires deeper
reflection on the meaning of the economy and
its goals, as well as a profound and far sighted
revision of the current model of development,
so as to correct its dysfunctions and deviations.
“Profit is useful if it serves as a means towards
an end that provides a sense both of how to
produce it and how to make good use of it.
Once profit becomes the exclusive goal, if it
is produced by improper means and without
the common good as its ultimate end, it risks
destroying wealth and creating poverty.”
(n.21) This is demanded, in any case, by the
earth’s state of ecological health. “Above all it
is required by the cultural and moral crisis, the
symptoms of which have been evident for some
time all over the world.” (n.32)
More than 40 years after Populorum Progressio,
its basic theme regarding the meaning of
authentic human development remains an open
question. It is made all the more acute and
urgent by the principal new feature commonly
known as globalisation - explosion of worldwide
interdependence. “The ferocious pace at
which it has evolved could not have been
anticipated. Originating within economically
developed countries, this process by its nature
has spread to include all economies. It has
Ozanam Lecture 2011

been the principal driving force behind the
emergence from underdevelopment of whole
regions, and in itself it represents a great
opportunity. Nevertheless, without the guidance
of charity in truth, this global force could
cause unprecedented damage and create new
divisions within the human family. Hence charity
and truth confront us with an altogether new
and creative challenge, one that is certainly vast
and complex. It is about broadening the scope
of reason and making it capable of knowing and
directing these powerful new forces, animating
them within the perspective of that ‘civilisation
of love’ whose seed God has planted in every
people, in every culture.” (n.33)

TOWARDS A SPIRITUALITY OF
AUTHENTIC HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
What we have today that was denied to Frederic
Ozanam in his day, is a spiritual vision of
authentic human development, to inspire us as
a way of life, especially for us Vincentians. The
spiritual vision of authentic human development
today stresses two very important dimensions:
The vertical dimension (the whole person)
stresses a human person’s gradual opening to
higher values and perspectives: from the purely
economic to the social, political and spiritual;
from the material to the spiritual, culminating in
a burst of liberation of Christian freedom. “For
we know that the whole creation groans and
labours with birth pangs…even we ourselves
groan within ourselves, eagerly awaiting for
the adoption, the redemption of our body.”
(Rom.8:22-23)

“What we have
today that
was denied
to Frederic
Ozanam in
his day, is a
spiritual vision
of authentic
human
development,
to inspire us as
a way of life...”
Fr Desmond de Sousa
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The horizontal dimension (all persons)
stresses the need for one to be open to others,
to a more social and communitarian concept
of human existence: from one’s own needs to
those of the family, the neighbourhood, one’s
own country, other countries and cultures, and
other social groups or classes of the world. “For
it pleased the Father...by Christ to reconcile all
things to Himself, whether things on earth or
things in heaven, having made peace through
the blood of His Cross.” (Col.1:19-20)

“In Christ on
the cross,
the horizontal
and vertical
dimensions
of existence,
the human
and the divine
perfectly meet.”
Fr Desmond de Sousa

These two dimensions closely interrelate.
There is no true development along the vertical
line without an equivalent development along
the horizontal line. For Christians, ‘to have
more’ and even ‘to be more’, as stressed by
French Dominican Fr. Lebret (2) who significantly
influenced the encyclical Progress of the
Peoples, is not an end in itself. It acquires its
full meaning only when it is open to others and
enables those who are less, to become more.
On the other hand there is no true opening to
others, in a spirit of respect, love and solidarity,
without getting closer to higher spiritual values
and to God. Christ is always the ideal in the
work for authentic human development. On
the cross, the human was reconciled with the
divine, with other human persons and with
oneself. In Christ on the cross, the horizontal
and vertical dimensions of existence, the human
and the divine perfectly meet. Authentic human
development is an ongoing process. To be
constantly purified and perfected by the power
of Christ’s cross, can only be achieved through
suffering and sacrifice.
This message is surely needed today when the
aim of development seems to be the maximisation
of production, income and material comfort,
and when indiscriminate use of the world’s
resources threatens our very life and freedom.
The Christian concepts of sacrifice, simplicity
and moderation, are not only a purely religious
value detached from the realities of human
development, but are also an essential condition
to achieve a more human and just world.

Conclusion
We need a spiritual vision of authentic human
development that nurtures a dynamic, charismatic
vision of the future for the Church. Frederic
Ozanam would have been a trail-blazer in
participating and contributing to the inductive,
bottom up process of authentic human
development as the Catholic Church’s unique
contribution to the process of social transformation
of human society into the reign of God.
It was the charismatic vision of Rev Martin
Luther King Jr that erupted in the ‘Obama
moment’ of January 2009. His words ring true
for us today in 2011:
“One of the great liabilities of history is that all
too many people fail to remain awake through
great periods of social change. Every society
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has its protectors of the status quo and its
fraternities of the indifferent who are notorious
for sleeping through revolutions…Nothing
could be more tragic than for me to live in these
revolutionary times and fail to achieve the new
mental outlooks the situation demands…In the
unfolding conundrum [riddle] of life and history,
there is such a thing as being too late.”
Is our spiritual vision adequate to see the
future of the Church like Pope John XXIII, “like
daybreak, a forerunner of most splendid light?”
Or are we identified with the, “protectors of
the status quo … [who] fail to achieve the new
mental outlooks the situation demands and are
therefore TOO LATE?” n

Footnote
(1) “Sexual abuse is almost always perpetrated
by people who are in positions of power and
authority, people whom the child or vulnerable
adult trusts.” How can they ever learn to trust
again? The answer that question invites is: by
deliberately overturning the pyramid of power
and authority that is the Catholic Church’s
dominant feature. Or, as Fr Timothy Radcliffe put
it in an address to clergy of Dublin Archdiocese
last year: “We shall only really address this
crisis if we learn from Jesus who is ‘gentle and
lowly of heart’, and find ways of embodying
authority which honour the equal dignity of all
the baptised … Careful vetting of candidates for
the priesthood and child-safety procedures are
necessary, but they will not get to the root of the
problem.” There had to be an end to the ‘culture
of control’, with its climate of ‘stiff clericalism and
authoritarianism‘.
Part of the paradox is that the very people who
administer such a destructive system are often
personally humble and devout. This suggests
that the focus needs to be on structural failings
as much on personal ones, even to the extent of
asking whether the Church’s internal architecture
has become the kind of ‘structure of sin’
that Pope John Paul II warned about in his
encyclical Sollicitudo Rei Socialis (a thought that
would probably have horrified him.) (The Tablet,
Editorial, Feb 10, 2011)
(2) Louis-Joseph Lebret (1897-1966) was a French
Dominican social scientist and philosopher
who sought to ‘put the economy at the service
of man’ and advanced the notion of the
‘human economy’. He was also responsible
for introducing concern for development to
the Catholic Church. He was aware of the
challenges posed to the Church and the
Western world by underdevelopment and
pushed the argument for an increased solidarity
with poor countries. He was involved with
drafting the document Gaudium et Spes, an
influential voice in the crafting of Populorum
Progressio and a founder of the Economy and
Humanism movement.
Goulet singles out Lebret as an early voice in
defence of ethically-based development and
St Vincent de Paul Society Victoria Inc.

reports his definition of development as “the
series of transitions, for a given population and
all the population groups which comprise it,
from a less human to a more human pattern
of existence, at the speediest rhythm possible,
at the lowest possible cost, while taking into
account all the bonds of solidarity which exist (or
ought to exist) amongst these populations and
population groups.” Goulet argues that Lebret’s
use of the normative expressions - ‘more’ or
‘less’ human should be understood in terms of
Lebret’s distinction between to ‘have more’ (plus
avoir) and ‘to be more’ (plus être). He argues
that Lebret left a legacy with five lessons for the
increasingly globalised world:
1. that development decision-makers must
study the expressed needs of populations in
whose benefit they profess to work;
2. the need to link micro issues to macro
questions;
3. the priority of needs over wants or
preferences (expressed by effective
purchasing power);
4. that development is multidimensional:
embracing economic, social, political,
cultural, environmental, and spiritual
components of human well-being;
5. the need to globalise solidarity.
(3) In his encyclical Centesimus Annus (1991),
Pope John Paul II had identified ‘the new poor’:
•

“In the countries of the West, different
forms of poverty are being experienced by
groups which live on the margins of society,
by the elderly and the sick, by the victims of
consumerism, and even more immediately
by so many refugees and migrants. In the
developing countries tragic crises loom
on the horizon unless internationally
coordinated measures are taken before it is
too late.” (see Centesimus Annus n.57-59)

In his latest encyclical Charity in Truth, Pope
Benedict XVI explains the complementary
character of alienation and poverty. They are two
sides of the same coin.
•

•

“One of the deepest forms of poverty
a person can experience is isolation
(alienation). If we look closely at other kinds
of poverty, including material forms, we see
that they are born from isolation,…Poverty
is often produced by a rejection of God’s
love…Man is alienated when he is alone,
when he is detached from reality…All of
humanity is alienated when too much trust is
placed in merely human projects, ideologies
and false utopias.” (n.53)
Life in many poor countries is still extremely
insecure as a consequence of food
shortages, and the situation could become
worse: hunger still reaps enormous numbers
of victims among those who, like Lazarus,
are not permitted to take their place at the
rich man’s table, contrary to the hopes
expressed by Paul VI Progressio Populorum.
(n. 47)
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•

•

“The problem of food insecurity needs to be
addressed within a long-term perspective,
eliminating the structural causes that give
rise to it and promoting the agricultural
development of poorer countries. Through
support for economically poor countries
by means of financial plans inspired by
solidarity — so that these countries can take
steps to satisfy their own citizens’ demand
for consumer goods and for development
— not only can true economic growth be
generated, but a contribution can be made
towards sustaining the productive capacities
of rich countries that risk being compromised
by the crisis.” (n.27)
Feminisation of ‘new poor’

The US Census Bureau released the latest
figures on income and poverty on 16 September.
According to the report the official US poverty
rate in 2009 was 14.3%, up from 13.2% in 2008.
In raw numbers this adds up to 43.6 million
people in poverty in 2009, compared to 39.8
million in 2008.
The Census Bureau report sheds light on
an often ignored major cause of poverty,
namely marriage breakup. “Marriage remains
America’s strongest anti-poverty weapon, yet
it continues to decline,” Rector affirmed. He
analysed the data from the US Census Bureau
for 2008. The likelihood of single parenthood is
strongly influenced by two factors, race and
education. Among white non-Hispanic women,
however, it was only 28.6%. It almost doubled
among Hispanics, to 52.5% and among blacks,
it was 72.3%.

“We need
a spiritual
vision of
authentic
human
development
that nurtures
a dynamic,
charismatic
vision of the
future for the
Church.”
Fr Desmond de Sousa

“The US is steadily separating into a two-caste
system with marriage and education as the
dividing line.” In 2008, 1.72 million children were
born outside of marriage in the United States.
Most of these births occurred to young adult
women with a high school degree or less. By
contrast, among women with at least a college
degree, only 8% of births were out of wedlock.
The United States is hardly alone in seeing a
marked increase in single parenthood. According
to the European Union’s statistical agency,
Eurostat, the number of children born out of
wedlock in the 27 nations of the EU has doubled
over the past two decades, the New York Times
reported 9 September. In 2008, 35.1% of births
were outside marriage.
In his 13 September 2010 address welcoming
the new ambassador for Germany, Benedict XVI
expressed his concern about the weakening of
the Christian concept of marriage and the family.
A key characteristic of this is that marriage is a
lasting and permanent union of the spouses.
Alternative models of marriage and family life
will lead to a confusion of values in society, the
Pope warned. It’s obvious that this damage to
the common good of society also brings with it
high economic costs for millions of adults and
children. (Rome, 26 September 2010 (Zenit.org)
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Maria Minto Cahill
A short biography
Maria Minto Cahill has been involved with the Society at various
levels since 1969, when she was a student teacher at Mercy
Teachers’ College.
Maria is currently president of the Flemington Conference and also
a member of the Membership & Development Advisory Committee.
Maria is currently employed by the Catholic Education Office Victoria as
an Education Officer in Student Welfare.
Her past roles include Principal of St Mary’s School in Thornbury,
Project Officer with the Commonwealth Disadvantaged Schools Program,
Coordinator of the Students at Risk Commonwealth Government program
for the Catholic sector in Victoria and Community Development Officer
for Catholic schools in the north central area of Victoria.
It is with pleasure that we welcome Maria Minto Cahill as this year’s
Ozanam Respondent.

Response to Ozanam Lecture
Maria Minto Cahill – Membership & Development Advisory
Committee member and Flemington Conference President
Fellow Vincentians and special guests
We gather each year for this very important
occasion within the St Vincent de Paul Society’s
calendar, the Ozanam Lecture. This event gives
us a chance to pause, a trip to the mountain
top as it were, to reflect on the life and work of
our founding heroes, to recharge the spiritual
batteries, to gain insight and inspiration and
then to return to the level ground, to the daily
reality of our work in the Society, with a renewed
sense of vim and vigour!

“Frederic had
a moment
of truth and
realised then,
that talk
alone would
never give
full witness
to the truth.”
Maria Minto Cahill
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It almost sounds like a spiritual ‘work-out’! And
Fr Desmond de Sousa has been an admirable
personal trainer tonight! He has provided us
with substance, story and challenge – he has
stretched our consciousness to re-explore the
richness of our tradition.
I was reminded recently by a Vincentian
colleague of the challenge that was thrown at
Frederic in the very early stages of his public
life. Frederic, while speaking in defence of the
Church in some fiery debate at the University
of Sorbonne, was heckled by a young socialist
“What are you doing for the poor now?
... Show us your works!”

articulated in Pope Leo XIII’s great social
encyclical Rerum Novarum. A recurrent theme
of Frederic, Pope Leo XIII and his successors
was that authentic human development has
a spiritual dimension. Once we acknowledge
God’s hand in creation that has serious counter
cultural implications for both our stewardship
of a shared world and our practical concern for
others, particularly the neglected and deprived.
There were two powerful motifs in Fr Desmond’s
presentation tonight: the balancing act between
justice and charity in the pursuit of human
development. We heard about the justice
model of Archbishop Oscar Romero who
confronted the causes of poverty in El Salvador.
His prophetic witness called for justice, human
rights and a global community of equitable
sharing. On the other hand is the charity model
of St Teresa of Calcutta who alleviated so much
misery by treating the symptoms of poverty. Her
thinking is revealed by her words “We can all
do small things with great love and together we
can do something wonderful.”

Frederic had a moment of truth and realised
then, that talk alone would never give full
witness to the truth. That same night he and
some friends pooled what money they had and
bought firewood for a poor family.

As I considered the two models presented by
Fr Desmond, Frederic Ozanam’s response
to the parable of the Good Samaritan came
to mind. Frederic once said “Charity is the
Samaritan who pours oil on the wounds of the
traveller who has been attacked. It is the role of
justice to prevent the attacks.”

We are indebted to Fr Desmond for reminding
us that our founder, Frederic Ozanam, was a
man ahead of his time, who championed and
anticipated the radical social teaching of the
Church some 45 years before it was formally

Frederic continued, “You must not be content
with tiding the poor over the poverty crisis: You
must study their condition and the injustices
which brought about such poverty, with the aim
of a long term improvement.”
St Vincent de Paul Society Victoria Inc.

Our social and economic context has changed
much since Frederic’s day, but his thinking on
this subject remains increasingly relevant.
As Pope Benedict writes in his encyclical Deus
Caritas Est (God is Love)
“Those who work for the Church’s charitable
organisations must be distinguished by the
fact that they do not merely meet the needs of
the moment but they dedicate themselves to
others with heartfelt concern, enabling them
to experience the richness of their humanity.”
(Benedict XVI, 2005)
I often pose the question to myself ‘what do
we leave behind after a home visit? (Or it could
be an exchange on the soup van, in one of our
centres, or specialist setting). Yes, usually we
leave behind some material form of assistance,
whether a voucher, a food parcel or provision
of furniture or clothing, but I mean ‘what do we
leave behind of ourselves that might affect the
person’s spirit, their sense of self?’
To me, it would be wonderful to know that
after each of these sacred encounters, and
they are just that, that the person would feel
some lifting of a burden, some renewed sense
of hope and, even more, a realisation of their
own great dignity and worth. As Benedict said
an appreciation of the “richness of their own
humanity”. What a real gift that would be!
For aren’t we called to be ‘good news’?
The bureaucratic rhetoric of service delivery
can be perceived as becoming more and more
dehumanising. The human beings who are
meant to benefit from social welfare spending,
often become lost in a bureaucratic jungle of
numerical targets and performance indicators.
Financial ‘bean counters’ encourage public
service providers to think of themselves as
‘purchasers’ searching for the best deal on
‘outcomes’ and ‘outputs’.
We, as a faith-based agency, an important part
of the Catholic community’s pastoral ministry,
would see ourselves as counter cultural in the
way we deal face-to-face with people in need.
The way we listen to what is said, what is
unsaid and what can’t be said.
For it is the loss of dignity, of self-esteem,
of self-respect, the sense in other words, of
feeling second rate, unimportant and powerless
over one’s destiny and the destiny of one’s
dependents that is the keenest, most deeply
experienced pain of poverty.
Applying the twin themes of justice and charity
in human development to my own experience
as an educator in the Catholic Archdiocese
of Melbourne for many years, I would invite
you now to take a slightly different angle on
the experience of poverty in society and see it
through the eyes of a child or young person.
Poverty, as we know, takes many shapes and
guises. It affects children’s lives in a myriad of
ways. In a practical sense it may mean:
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•

Feeling hungry in class in the morning as
you came to school without any breakfast

•

Missing out on a school camp or excursion
because, unknown to the school, your
family can’t cover the costs. Think of the
subsequent excuses that you feel you
need to make up for friends and teachers
as to why you can’t go so you won’t be
labelled as poor.

•

Having to continually beg other classmates
to borrow their textbooks so that you can
try to keep up with the maths or science
lessons and homework

•

Receiving detention for not wearing school
uniform because you only have one and it
didn’t get dry overnight

•

Not receiving a birthday present yourself or
not being able to buy your friend a decent
present to take to the party

“Poverty,
as we know,
takes many
shapes and
guises.”
Maria Minto Cahill

These are only some of the day-to-day
experiences but obviously there are more
serious long term consequences, particularly
noted in the Melbourne Declaration on
Educational Goals for Young Australians
in terms of “Australian students from low
socioeconomic backgrounds being underrepresented among high achievers and overrepresented among low achievers”.
In addressing the goal of promoting equity
and excellence in Australian schooling,
the Melbourne Declaration charges all
school sectors to commit to ensuring that
socioeconomic disadvantage ceases to
be a significant determinant of educational
outcomes.
Ultimately our simple aim is that no child is left
out; no child is left behind.
We were encouraged by the Second Vatican
Council to become more astute at reading
the signs of the times, identifying them and
responding to them.
It is interesting to muse that if Frederic Ozanam
were walking the streets of Melbourne or other
major cities in Australia today, which issues or
concerns would capture his attention?
I’ll just focus briefly on two possible contemporary
challenges he would most likely take on:
Firstly, the refugee challenge: The refugee
challenge has many elements. Australia
continues to receive refugees from the world’s
trouble spots, not least from Iraq and the
Sudan. The challenge is to support and nurture
them as they begin to settle and integrate into
the mosaic of Australian society.
In fact, Australia in the post World War II
period has gained much from the successful
settlement of its refugees, beginning with
around 160,000 displaced persons in the late
1940s. It is interesting to remind ourselves that
the Holy Family was a refugee family and Jesus
was a refugee child in Egypt.
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I can’t help but imagine too that Frederic would
be keenly interested in the plight of asylum
seekers and particularly our continued, highly
questionable practice of holding children in
detention. I can’t imagine that Frederic would be
silent on that one!

“I can’t help
but imagine
too that
Frederic
would be
keenly
interested
in the plight
of asylum
seekers....”

Secondly, the challenge of mental health and
its intersection with poverty: This involves
the recognition that mental ill health weakens
the social fabric of society and that there is
an urgent need to begin to transform the way
mental health is responded to in this country,
including the areas of prevention and early
intervention. Suffice it to say that the former
Australian of the Year, Patrick McGorry would
have a real ally in Frederic!
I’ll leave it to your imagination to think of
other examples!
In drawing to a conclusion I would like to quote
from the strikingly beautiful opening to one of

the Second Vatican Council’s key documents,
The Church in the Modern World, which sums
up for me many of the pertinent points in
Fr Desmond’s presentation:
“The joys and hopes, the grief and anguish of
the people of our time, especially those who
are poor or afflicted in any way, are the joys and
hopes the grief and anguish of the followers of
Christ. Nothing that is genuinely human fails to
find an echo in their hearts”.
I know I can speak for everyone here in
saying how grateful we all are to Fr Desmond
for sharing his experience, insights and
expertise with us tonight. Father, it was not
only your thought provoking words but also
your tremendous personal witness to a life
of compassionate service that will long leave
echoes in our hearts.
Thank you very much.

Maria Minto Cahill
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Ozanam Lecturers
and Respondents

Ozanam Lecture
The annual Ozanam Lecture celebrates
the spirit of our founder, Blessed Frederic
Ozanam and the good works of the
St Vincent de Paul Society.
Frederic Ozanam wrote:
“Yours must be a work of love, of
kindness, you must give your time, your
talents, yourselves. The poor person
is a unique person of God’s fashioning
with an inalienable right to respect.
“You must not be content with tiding the
poor over the poverty crisis: You must
study their condition and the injustices
which brought about such poverty, with
the aim of a long term improvement.”
The lecture is open to the public and
welcomes all interested individuals. Each
year a guest lecturer is invited to address
an audience and raise their community
consciousness on a contemporary social
justice issue.
The selected lecturer is a person actively
involved in practical work with the
disadvantaged and marginalised (those
God loves most). But is also an advocate
for social justice through their words or
examples. This is to reflect the charism
of our founder, Blessed Frederic Ozanam
and his companions and our patron,
St Vincent de Paul.
The Society has been privileged to have
a distinguished list of lecturers and
respondents over the years. We are
grateful to all for sharing their experiences
while also raising the social consciousness
of us all to our obligations
in continuing to journey along Frederic
Ozanam’s vision.

1997 Sir James Gobbo
Governor of Victoria
Respondent: Betti Knott, General Secretary,
St Vincent de Paul Society Victoria Inc.
1999 Archbishop (now Cardinal) George Pell
Archbishop of Melbourne
Respondent: John Moore, National President,
St Vincent de Paul Society
2000 Sir Gerard Brennan
Chief Justice, High Court of Australia
Respondent: Susan Campbell, General Secretary,
St Vincent de Paul Society Victoria Inc.
2001 Betti Knott
Director Operations, Archdiocese of Atlanta, USA
Respondent: Tony McCosker, Director, Ozanam Community
2002 Professor John Molony
Professor of History and Author, Australian National University
Respondent: Morag Fraser, Editor, Eureka Street
2003 Helen Johnston
Director, Combat Poverty Agency, Ireland
Respondent: Fr Mark Raper, Provincial,
Australian and New Zealand Province of the Jesuits
2004 Fr Frank Brennan SJ
Associate Director, UNIYA and Author
Respondent: Sr Libby Rogerson, Co-ordinator of Social Justice
and Director of Caritas, Diocese of Parramatta
2005 Moira Kelly AO
Executive Director, Children First Foundation
Respondent: Fr Peter Norden, Policy Director, Jesuit Social Services
2006 Fr Gerald A Arbuckle SM
Co-director of the Refounding and Pastoral Development Unit, NSW
Respondent: Julie Morgan, Promoter of Justice, Peace and
the Integrity of Creation for the Franciscan Friars
2007 Dr John Honner
Director, Edmund Rice Community Services
Respondent: Dr John Falzon, Chief Executive Officer,
St Vincent de Paul Society National Council
2008 Cardinal Oscar Rodriguez SDB
President, Caritas Internationalis
Respondent: Christine Boyle, Barrister and member,
St Vincent de Paul Society
2009 Dr Rosanna Scutella
Ronald Henderson Senior Research Fellow, Melbourne Institute
of Applied Economic and Social Research and The Brotherhood
of St Laurence
Respondent: Dr John Falzon, Chief Executive Officer,
St Vincent de Paul Society National Council
2010 Fr Richard Benson CM
Vincentian Father, USA
Respondent: Catherine Collins, VincentCare Victoria Board
2011 Fr Desmond de Sousa CSsR
Redemptorist Priest and Professor of Catholic Social Teaching, India
Respondent: Maria Minto Cahill, Membership and Development
Advisory Committee member and Flemington Conference President
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The St Vincent de Paul Society began in 1833 with a
20 year old French university student named Frederic
Ozanam. At that time the people of France were
experiencing tremendous political and social upheaval
including the French Revolution, the Industrial Revolution
and unjust employment practices.
Ozanam gathered a group of colleagues and began
responding in practical ways to the poverty and
hardships he saw around him by visiting people in their
homes, offering friendship and practical support such as
a load of wood. Today this practice of ‘home visitation’
still remains a core activity of the St Vincent de Paul
Society’s members and volunteers.
The Society in Australia was founded by Fr Gerald Ward
at St Francis’ Church, Lonsdale Street, Melbourne on
5 March 1854. The Society is one of the largest and most
cost-effective welfare organisations in Australia.
In Victoria the St Vincent de Paul Society consists of over
12,000 members and volunteers who assist more than
660,000 people in need each year. The specialist arm
of the Society, VincentCare Victoria, provides professional
assistance to people with more complex needs in aged
care, accommodation and support services as well as
supported employment for people with a disability.

St Vincent de Paul Society Victoria Inc. ABN: 28 911 702 061
43 Prospect Street, Box Hill Vic 3128 Locked Bag 4800, Box Hill Vic 3128
Phone: 03 9895 5800 Fax: 03 9895 5850 Email: info@svdp-vic.org.au Web: www.vinnies.org.au
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